
Abraham Founder of monotheism

Alphabet A form of writing with letters, similar too but
not a pictographic language. The first people
to develop this were the Phoenicians.

Carthage City located in present-day Tunisia, founded by
Phoenicians ca. 800 B.C.E. It became a major commercial
center and naval power in the western Mediterranean
until defeated by Rome in the third century B.C.E.

Chariots Created and used by the Assyrians and
Hittites that used a two-wheeled cart

pulled by horses

Colony A settlement ruled by
another country.

Diaspora "Dispersion" referring to the Jews who were
dispersed through historical circumstances
outside the traditional Jewish homeland

Exile Being forced to live somewhere
other than ones own country

Hebrews A smaller early civilization whose development of a
monotheistic faith that provided the foundation of
modern Judaism, Christianity, and Islam

Hittites An ancient Anatolian group whose empire at largest
extent consisted of most of the Middle East. Some of
the first two-wheeled chariots and iron weapons
developed here.

Iron Hittites were the first to use
weapons made of this metal.



Jerusalem A city in the Holy Land, regarded as
sacred by Christians, Muslims, and Jews.

Judaism, Christianity,
Islam

The three major monotheistic religions of
the world trace their faith origin to

Abraham. These religions are:

Kush An African state that developed along the upper
reaches of the Nile c. 100 B.C.E.; conquered Egypt
and ruled it for several centuries.

Meroitic Script Nubian script developed around 500 BCE
(has not yet been deciphered)

Monotheism Belief in one God

Moses (Old Testament) the Hebrew prophet who
led the Israelites from Egypt across the

Red sea on a journey known as the Exodus

Persian Empire An empire in southern Asia created by Cyrus the
Great in the 6th century BC and destroyed by
Alexander the Great in the 4th century BC

Phoenicians A civilization in the area of present day
Lebanon, creators of the first alphabetic

writing system

Royal Road A road for the government use built by
the ancient Persian ruler Darius which

helped unite the empire

Satraps Governors of Persian
provinces



Shipbuilders Phoenicians were the best
______________ of their time.

Ten Commandments A set of laws for responsible behavior,
which, according to the Bible, were given

to Moses by God.

Tolerance Freedom from prejudice. The Persians allowed
those whom they conquered to continue to worship
their own religion. This practice was known as:

Torah Holy book of Judaism; A Hebrew word
meaning "law," referring to the first five

books of the Old Testament.

Zoroastrianism A religion that developed in early Persia and stressed
the fight between the forces of good and the forces of
evil and how eventually the forces of good would
prevail.


